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Test 1 Solutions

Please write only your name on the test sheet.
Place all work and answers on the blank sheets provided.
Assume all numbers to be in base ten unless stated otherwise.

Short Answer
Provide a brief discussion for each question.

1. If we take n points and connect every pair of them with a unique line, we will draw
1
2
n(n − 1) lines in total. For example, when there are four points, we will end up

drawing six lines in total, as shown below.

Consider this related problem: Ten people are at a party and everyone wants to dance
with everyone else exactly once.

(a) Explain how to interpret the dance problem in terms of the points and lines
problem.

Solution: We regard the points as dancers and the line connecting two points
as the dance between those two individuals. With this perspective, counting the
number of dances among n people is precisely the same thing as counting the
number of lines connecting n points.

(b) Use what was given about the points and lines problem to determine how many
dances take place.

Solution: The number of lines connecting ten points is given by 1
2
·10 · (10−1) =

45. By our interpretation in part (a), this is the same as the number of dances
among 10 people.



2. Explain the following word problems using an appropriate arithmetic model. Draw a
picture to accompany your explanation.

(a) Alice has three unicorns and they each eat two golden apples a day. How many
golden apples are eaten each day?

Solution: One appropriate model is the repeated addition model for multiplica-
tion. Each unicorn eats 2 apples and there are 3 unicorns, so we could draw a
picture of 3 groups of 2 apples, which gives 6 apples in total. This shows that
3 · 2 = 6.

(b) Alice has five flowers that are so beautiful, you would cry yourself to death if you
saw them. She plants three of them in an enchanted meadow and keeps the rest.
How many flowers did she keep?

Solution: The take-away model would be appropriate here. You could draw a
picture of 5 flows and then scratch out 3 of them, leaving 2 flowers remaining.
This shows that 5− 3 = 2.

3. For this problem, the universal set is all the people in the world. The set M is the set
of people who like Machine Head, N is the set of people who like Nine Inch Nails, and
T is the set of people who like Tool.

For each expression, draw the associated Venn diagram and describe in words what
bands people in the shaded region like and/or dislike.

(a) (M ∩N)− T

Solution: This expression represents all the people who like Machine Head and
Nine Inch Nails, but do not like Tool.

(b) M ∪N ∪ T

Solution: This expression represents all the people who dislike Machine Head,
Nine Inch Nails, and Tool.



4. Use a division model of your choice to explain why 0÷ 1 is defined (and equals 0), but
1÷ 0 is undefined.

Solution: Under the partition model, the expression 0÷1 asks us to evenly distribute
0 objects into 1 group. The size of this group will be 0, and so 0÷1 = 0. The expression
1÷ 0 asks us to evenly distribute 1 object into 0 groups. This request makes no sense
(how will we distribute if there are no groups to receive the object?), and so we say
that 1÷ 0 is undefined.

Computation
Evaluate each of the following base five expressions using the specificed algorithm.
(If you do not know the algorithm but can evaluate it another way, you may do so for
partial credit.)

1. 34five + 23five, standard

Solution:



2. 104five − 23five, base five blocks

Solution:

3. 12five × 23five, partial products

Solution:



4. 342five ÷ 3five, standard

Solution:


